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The New Patient
How might this work?
The Patient Experience

Katherine H. Murphy, FHAM, CHAM, VP Sales Consulting, Experian Health

Miss Kelly?
The Doctor will
see you now

Can you let the
Doctor
know I will be with
him shortly?

Huh?
I’m getting a lot of
work done. Your
wifi is very fast.
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But he’s ready
for you now.

Tell him I’ll be
with him as
soon as I can.

Is she
ready?
Not yet
but your
next.

Patient Access Satisfaction
Mini‐Survey
How was
your
Experience
today
Mr. Jones?

(1 to 5 scale: 1= lowest satisfaction, 5= highest satisfaction)
1. Wait time (1‐5)
2. Registration time (1‐5)
3. Ease of registration process (1‐5)
4. Knowledge of registrar (1‐5)
5. Helpfulness with my financial concerns (1‐5)
6. Likelihood of recommending our facility (1‐5)

Positive Strategy, Tools & Technology

At This Moment…
12
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The Patient
• I’m Sick
• Will I survive? (or will my loved one survive?)
• No sleep
• No knocking, what about my privacy?

•
•
•
•
•
•

The “bad attitude” employee
The silent nurse
It’s in the little things – don’t burn my toast
They asked me for MONEY!!!!!
Dealing with the unknown
Loss of control

• I’m Scared
• Do they have the auth??????????
• What Auth?

• Not every patient complains; they just take their business elsewhere
11/16/2015
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Tools/Takeaways:

Learning Objectives:

Learn from the powerful personal experiences shared in this
presentation by Patient Access staff and actual patients. Become
enlightened to unexplored details that positively impact encounters
qualityy dimensions to the Patient Experience.
p
Understand how
and add q
Patient Access, new engagement techniques, and hiring practices
dovetail into consumer satisfaction, revenue cycle success and
outcomes. Gain exposure to the NAHAM Patient Experience Task Force
initiative.

• Understand the non‐clinical side of the Patient Experience and hear
powerful statements from consumers and Patient Access staff who shared
experiences and expectations.
• Evaluate technology and new ideas that positively engage patients, impact
the revenue cycle and improve the experience.
• Learn what leaves a lasting impression on patients and families, despite the
circumstances.
• Understand that conflicting goals can affect a patient and family encounter
and negatively impact “Experience Value”.
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Lack of Engagement

Hospitals and Health Network Daily
March 2014

can do peculiar things to a person…
Katherine and the Men’s Room – Midway Airport
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If your day looks like this…

Engagement: The Process

Imagine what it must look like to your patients!

• The Consumer is introduced to you or you to them
• They seek information/service (but easy & quick)
• You build confidence
• You build trust
• Reinforce their positive experiences
• Build Loyalty & Commitment
• Receive Endorsement!
• Determine new ways to enhance the relationship
• Oooh they’re hooked on you!
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From the Beryl Institute 2015

‐ According to Research…

• Patient experience remains a top priority for organizations across all
segments
• Structures for addressing patient experience are widely present, yet
organizational definition still lags

Explore the challenges, patient expectations, education/engagement
/
needs for
becoming a more engaging organization.

• Senior
S i patient
i
experience
i
leadership
l d hi and
d staff
ff investment
i
is
i growing
i
• Engagement of patient and family voice is on the rise
• Purposeful leadership and a strong culture are seen as critical in achieving
great patient experience
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What Patients Want

• Staff development and culture change efforts are top areas of investment
with an increasing focus on patient and family engagement

Curb Appeal sets the Tone.

• Designing Access is the Most Important Initiative You Can Undertake

Curb appeal

• Expertise from Y‐O‐U!
• They
Th do
d nott wantt tto workk hard
h d ffor Access
A
or Information
I f
ti
• (Instead of just making something easier and faster, eliminate it if possible.)
(“If you make me work hard to do business with you I will go somewhere else”)
They want to be
W‐E‐L‐L
Paul Roemer, VP Clinovations/Pale Rhino Consulting
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Engagement occurs whenever there is communication between any two of:

Curb Appeal?

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Insurer
Provider: hospital/physician/Patient Access & Patient
Primary Care Physician
Specialist
Ancillary testing facility
Post Acute Care
‐ Nursing Home
‐ Home Health
‐ Family Caregiver
‐ Pharmacy
• Workflow streamlining made possible with automation & seamless integration
will engage providers, achieve greater transparency and put an end to
fragmentation in healthcare.

Healthcare GPS?
25
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A hospital can influence the behavior of post‐acute Patients &
providers:

New Engagement concept
• Care Navigators – Dispatch / Traffic Cop
• Coordinate Transition levels of care
• Provide a layer of oversight & assurance
• Create a “preferred” post care network
• Decreased cost & potential readmissions
27
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Ouch!

Cutting Edge Access
• Hardware
• Esigs
• Volts Call for Assistance
• WOWs / bedside tablets for patient use

• Software
•
•
•
•
•

One platform
patient p
portal
The p
Self‐Service
Analytics
Daily patient itinerary / access to family

• Future
•
•
•
•

Work from home solutions
Self Service Expansion
Virtual bedside or “Tele Health Access”
Robots

HCAHPS: Administered to a random sample of adult
inpatients between 48 hours and six weeks after
discharge.
• 21. Using any number from 0 to 10, where 0 is the
worst hospital possible and 10 is the best hospital
possible, what number would you use to rate this
hospital during your stay?
• 22. Would you recommend this hospital to your
friends and family?
30
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HCAHPS Measures that Receive HCAHPS Star Ratings

Patient Engagement
January:

The nurse was nice looking and flirted with me. When I asked for hot chocolate
she brought me 2 Each Time!
Everyone there was great!
February:
I didn’t HAVE a heart Attack, I had a blockage and they put a stent in, that’s all!
(dx Acute M.I.)
“I heard the Dr. ask “why didn’t they put the stent in at X_ _ _ Hospital?”
That place made a mistake 3 years ago – they screwed up! Should have found
the blockage then!
If that isn’t true then why did the Dr say this?
I decided to change my dose to 2.5mg twice daily. The dizziness has gone away
& its cheaper too
31
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Health systems must have visibility into the compliance of a patient’s post‐
discharge care plan throughout the duration of the entire episode.

Evaluate solutions and use of automation as part of the engagement
quest and discover how they enhance the patient experience

What card will you play next?
33
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Next wave of technology, The Consumer & Pop Health?

Use of Technologies From Other Industries

• Moreover, the consumerization of healthcare will see to it that healthcare
communication becomes more targeted and relevant for each patient.
Right now, many providers send mass communication. However, those
patients with diabetes might not be interested in the same news as patients
with cancer. Using patient data and health conditions, you can identify the
right target group and customize communication.

• Credit Data
 Ability to pay bill
 Available funds
 Financial Assistance Qualifications
 Likeliness of paying medical bills
• Consumer Data (usually marketing)
 Identity / Fraud Protection
 Behavior patterns
• Methods to serve the Experience expectations of tomorrow
• Robotics – Linen delivery, meals, communications, physician visit
35

• The next wave of healthcare consumerization also means utilizing your
patient’s context, localization and mobility preferences in relationships with
local industry. For example, if Patient‐X is on a diabetic diet and walks into
a restaurant, your provider application can assess what can be eaten from
the menu. If there is a promotion at a fitness club in the community, a
provider should be able to notify a patient and encourage them to start their
exercise. Targeted promotions at pharmacies could also be delivered to
36
patients in need of particular medicines on sale via e‐coupons.
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Gathering Additional Consumer Information

Trend: Mobile use rising
Meet patients where they want to be met

• Preferred name
• Communication preference (mode of contact, time)
• Language preference
• Reminder preferences
Diet
• Religious preferences
Beverages
• Preferred TV channels
• Preferred Magazines
• Care giver preferences
• Payment preferences (free is not an option)

50%+

20%+

Mobile banking
usage
g byy 2015

Mobile banking
usage
g byy 2015
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If only the casino could have Engaged me last night…

Engagement waiting to happen!

Only about 10 % of physicians
practice in rural America, despite 20 % of the population living in these areas.
Nursing/clinician shortages.

How much will
this engaging
night cost me?

• Telemedicine

Do I qualify for
Financial
Assistance?

• eICU – eEmergency – eStroke – eConsult – via Central Hub
• More Self Monitoring

Illinois

• MD LIVE
• More use of robotics
Attract clinicians and staff from across the country & connect patients independent of
weather conditions and save travel expenses reduced loss work time, improve disease
management. Aid to the shut‐ins
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Keep it Simple
Why Patients Cannot Easily obtain pricing Transparency

Abc123

41
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And Explain it in Patient Terms

Do‐It‐Yourself accepted & preferred
Self‐Service is a Engagement high bar, assumes clarity + convenience

43% of people prefer to use an online
healthcare shopping website
Source: HRI consumer survey, December 2013

An Example of a Seamless End to End
Healthcare Encounter
1 Research symptoms
2 Find the right provider
3 Get an estimate
4 Schedule an appointment
5 Receive care
6 Manage Accounts & Pay for Services
7 Conduct follow-up and
obtain feedback

43

2015 HCCI ‐ Guroo – Data received from Payers
• Different from Castlight (contracts with employers)
• Funded by Payers
• Data received from payers / Xremittance data (40 million people from
anonymous claims
• Mayy eventuallyy share Price shopper
pp comparisons
p
– shows what other
providers have charged for the same service.
• Ability to share cost information for 70 + national, state & local conditions
or procedures.
• Consumer friendly.
• Participating payers: Aetna, Assurant Health, Humana & Unitedhealthcare
• Aetna: iTriage & UHC myeasybook
45
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Consumers expect TRANSPARENT opportunities to provide clarity,
functionality & connectivity to create a seamless healthcare encounter
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Provider vs. Payer vs. Consumer Health Portal
Provider:
• Access to only a single Provider System
• Still trying to solve the problem of use and scope
Payer:
• Access to information data and from a single source
p providers
p
• Mayy be multiple
• Reminders for screenings and yearly exams
Consumer App/Portal Goal: (Data aggregation on steroids)
• Access to any provider that treated patient
• Access to all prior health insurance records
• Access to insurance card
• Access to medical records from multiple providers
• Reminders for screenings and yearly exams
• The challenges this presents have not been solved

46
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Simplify engagement – Online Business Office ability
Single view of all hospital and physician accounts for entire family

Comprehensive Patient Portal

Go Paperless!
49
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A little personal touch and a dash of humanity

51
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Focus group & usability testing

Host a focus group & usability testing

• Include a wide range of participants and involve entire Customer Service team (They
have a stake)
• Purpose of a focus group of patients/consumers: a better understanding of behaviors,
expectations, and desired outcomes when managing their health.
• A
Askk participants
ti i
t to
t review
i your web
b site
it and
d offer
ff feedback
f db k on what
h t they
th ffound
d mostt
helpful in managing and paying their accounts
• Focus group used for wish list brainstorming
• Be able to quickly adopt recommendation (then they know they were taken seriously)

53

• Future Advisory Group to guide functionality and appearance changes

54
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Improving Throughput and offering what patients want:
Self‐Service Applications ‐ ask yourself:

Kiosk and Mobile Applications

Where are you in this process?

• Patient bill presentment and payment
• Surveys
• Patient wait times
• ADA Compliant
• Indoor Wayfinding
‐ Triangulate Location
• Find Doctors, Labs & Clinics
• In App Messaging
• Track Parking Location (Oh Yeah!)
• Email Patient

 Patient skips by the registration queue

• Request & confirm appointments
• Patient identification
• Demographic verification and driver‘s license or
image capture
• Insurance verification and card image capture
• Insurance deductible and deductible remaining
presentation, estimates, copays
• Consent forms with electronic signature

Perhaps even Website “Live Chat”!

Customize Patient Friendly Statements

56


The Healing Power of Art

Cleveland Clinic
Mission Hospital
You

• Hospital and physician
accounts can be
consolidated into a
single statement

Cleveland Clinic conducted a study and found that more than 60% of its patients reported
reduced stress from viewing the hospital’s art collection.
57

April 15, 2015 SAC Litigation Team

Use of Aromatherapy? (information on U of M Website)
CAUTION Not all aromas (therapy) are healthy for all conditions
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Healthcare is a Scary Place

Shed light on perspectives from the speaker’s personal
experience with patient and engagement complexities.
YOU Have A Role In That Moment!!

61

SUCCESS DEPENDS ON PEOPLE

I didn’t sign
on for this!

Like this one was...

▪ Avoid confrontation
▪ Communicate

Auto Accident

▪ Be
B empathetic
h i

Wife admitted to ICU
ICU.
Disbelief.

▪ Be conscious/aware of others
▪ Find comfort in uncomfortable zones – Negotiate, Collect
Manage with Emotional and Social Intelligence in emotionally charged environments.
63

WHAT DO WE NEED TO DO?
• Employ technically sound and emotionally intelligent associates with an empathetic
nature.

• Skills required:

The Registrar’s Curb Appeal Resume

 Proficiency with Systems/technology Curb appeal
 Excellent communication Curb appeal

• Employ associates that thrive in fast paced, changing environments and who can think
on their “feet”.

 Outstanding customer service Curb appeal

• Hire with these traits & Pay FOR WHAT THE JOB IS! Not M‐A‐R‐K‐E‐T!

 Quick problem‐solving
problem solving Curb appeal
 Independent decision‐making

• Provide ongoing competency training and resources to successfully accomplish an
exquisite patient experience.
• Empowered them to take action for effective patient management
• Move out the people who are not suited.

 Sales skills Curb appeal
 Medical Terminology
 Collections/Cashiering/negotiation skills







Emotional Intelligence Curb appeal
Knowledge of all payer requirements, HIX
Ability to defuse confrontation
Work in a team environment
Knowledge of Government regulations

 Compassion/empathy Curb appeal
 Kindness
 ICD10

66
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Shock!
Face does not match driver’s license
• I comforted a mother after her son was in a motorcycle accident.
• Before she entered the ED I felt obligated to tell her he had some
serious looking facial injuries. I was able to reassured her that the
doctor said his facial swelling was temporary and he was going to be
alright. I walked her to his bed and while shocked, she thanked me
for preparing her for what she saw at that moment.
Katherine M.

How can measure what you may never know?

Play it Back

Moments…that are Unforgettable

Face does not match Daughter

in ways you may never know…

When my daughter was in an accident involving facial injuries later that
same year, someone gave the same kindness and helped prepare me
for that moment. How can measure what you don
don’tt even know?

9 years after 2 yr. Katie almost died in the ER her Mom brought her to meet us.
They were moving away. She wanted Katie to meet us and have us see the
beautiful life we saved. She remembered me and thanked me for the kindness
she received at that moment even though 9 years had passed!
Katherine M.

^tà{xÜ|Çx `A

Aunt Esther, 92, water aerobics instructor,
The Moment I met
them they were
unforgettable too.
.

Mary G

Little Nicole was a regular patient at 4 years old. When she passed away at home
one weekend, her Dad came to outpatient registration to tell me at 7AM Monday
morning. I was THAT special to Nicole and her family. At that moment it taught me a
lesson about how powerful the role of Patient Access can be.

mother, grandmother, great grandmother,
girlfriend of Steve age 72!
• STROKE VICTIM August 5, 2015
• 4 facilities in 24 days
• Died on her way to the 5th (Medicare)

8/8 Granddaughter “we have a secret password for the family for security purposes. But it
does not mean anything.
anything Anyone can call here and ask about her and there is no hospital
security. Follow the breadcrumbs until you find telemetry. Then just walk right in. NO One
will engage you, they won’t even ask who you are.”
8/10 Daughter “I will get her out of here as soon as possible. The nurses work 12 hour shifts.
Each shift passes something off to the next shift. They’re nice but tired and if my mother is
not bathed today I will raise a huge fuss. Just watch me.”
8/10 Steve – “Esther is going to get whatever she needs. We’ll make sure of that. What
happens to the people who don’t have family and someone like me to watch over them?”
72
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Mary..according to the daughter

Mary…according to the Practice Mgmt System

cut it in half ‐

Same as 9 AM above
*Uloric is $269.00 for 30. However, you’ll have to drive to the next town to get it.

73
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It looks like this:
“First they asked me for a red, white and blue card. I
said I don’t have one, period”

“Turns out I must have cut the Red part off so it would fit in my wallet so how could I
look for a
White and Blue card? Then we finally got around to business and
that was interesting too. I had to sign an ABN.”

RED,

Harry John Rzyski
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Mary & Her Order

Harry & The ABN

I can’t let them know how
forgetful I’ve become…

Sure I’ll sign
the ABN!

“My dog ate
my
paperwork!”

I don’t understand
what they
they’re
re telling
me and I don’t even
want this #!?@*
stupid test!

77
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“I’d pay good money to watch someone ½ my age try managing the filling of pill containers for her

meds!” It changes somewhat every time we go to the Dr. and no one walks us through who thinks
like us or provides a new overall list with the dose or instructions.” Bid? Qd? UUD?
Why do they trust someone like ME?”

What will
happen
pp
to
her if I go
first?

“The PROBLEM is you don’t think like old people!”
“There’s a WHEELCHAIR crisis in this country!”
“I am 89. So right now what is the LIFETIME value of Me as a patient?”
79
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You must Experience‐Proof Yourselves!

A little personal touch with a dash of Humanity!
• We always wait for Alice when we come for our tests!
• She steps around from her desks and comes out to
hug. You don’t expect this in a busy hospital.

give us a

Eliminate Dumb & Goofyy

• She has a special caring and really knows her stuff.
• While we really don’t want to be there, it’s always nice to see her.
• We wait for her to register us. She’s the one for us!
Mary & Harry R.
81
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Be Inspired…ALWAYS 
But are they completely “transferant”?

• Southwest – Transferancy! (No hidden fees or extra charges)

WHY don’t they keep track of my cancelled flights ?

• “It’s about Transparency and being honest.”
• “The key to keeping Customers happy is treating them with respect and adding some laughter into the mix.”
• “the
the Heart is the guide.
guide ”
• Southwest knew there was one thing they wanted to focus on: its employees.
• “Employees are the face of our brand and are a key differentiator for us…we aim to highlight their warmth
and showcase the people who deliver our frontline hospitality everyday.
• Free snacks – miles don’t expire – entertainment – drink coupons – low price internet – free flight changes
83

AND when I book another flight, automatically offer me the
option
p
of usingg those credits?
AND email me when credits are nearing the expiration date
so I still have time to use them?
Every industry has its challenges!
84
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What if all of this was Managed at PreRegistration & routed to the Proper Resource?

Closing

• Do you have insurance? Y/N – If no, route to Insurance Navigator?
• Do you have prescription drug coverage/Part D Medicare coverage ?

• What might patient engagement before, during and after care
look like from an IT perspective? John Sharp, Senior Manager of
Consumer Health IT at HIMSS, provided a few tactical examples of
what he’s seen in today’s health system:

• Do you own a car Y/N
• Are you able and willing to drive your car Y/N
• How do you obtain your prescription drugs? Direct Mail, Pharmacy,Other
• Do you take your medication as prescribed by your physician? Y/N
• Do you ever adjust your medications because you think they are not correct? Y/N
• Do you ever adjust your medications to stretch them because you cannot afford a refill? Y/N

• BEFORE
‐ Provide online education including videos on upcoming
procedures
‐ Pre‐register patients for a visit via a patient portal
‐ Have patients complete electronic health status questionnaire

• Do you ever let you prescriptions lapse? Y/N
• Do you live alone? If yes, how often do you have visitors?
• Are you the primary care‐giver to another individual?
• Are you able to attend your follow up appointments or can we assist with arranging transportation for
you?
• Would you like assistance in making appointments, filling prescriptions or transportation?
• Are you willing to have a home health nurse visit for up to six weeks after you are discharged?
• How close does your closest friend or relative live?
85
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During / After
• DURING
‐ Provide a medication list during a hospitalization
‐ Train patient and family caregivers on how to sign up for and
use patient portals
‐ Provide discharge instructions through the patient portal for
home review
• AFTER
‐ Provide appointment reminders via patient portal, mobile
devices
‐ Provide a way to request prescription refills
‐ Provide patient education on conditions, especially post‐
procedure instructions

Honoring Our Veterans is so important.
Navy!
Marines!
Army!
Air Force!
Coast Guard!
87
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Your Microphone Is On!
• Be the best version of yourself. (7 seconds)
• Daily Practice of empathy (for those who are empathy‐challenged).

We can’t change their dx...

• Take a few inefficient minutes to know the person in front of you
• Hire enough people to do the job
job, hire the best,
best and keep them
• Customer service is not an expense to be lessened. It’s a core profit center, like sales. It’s
something you put the best people on, not the cheapest.

But we CAN do a better jjob at
Engaging them &
change their healthcare experience!

• Answer the phone!
Ideas extracted from Derek Sivers blog
90
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Defining the Patient Experience from the
Patient Access Perspective
developed by the NAHAM Patient Experience Task Force July 2015

The Patient Access Experience is exquisite patient
interactions by Access Professionals, using emotional
intelligence and demonstrating empathy, to ensure the
capture of quality information and a financially friendly
outcome.
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We can learn from the first graders!
First Grade Class, Lemont, Illinois

Healthcare Across America

• We promise we will follow the Golden
Rule during the privilege of serving you
• We promise to be nice to you & our
coworkers
• We promise to display empathy & do our
b work
best
k ffor you
• We will be respectful and use good
manners
• We promise to be honest and patient
• We promise to say “I’m sorry” and mean it
• We promise you will leave knowing we did
everything possible to make your
Experience...

M
Momenteous!
!
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Congratulations First Illinois HFMA on Another Successful Fall Summit! THANK YOU!

Katherine H. Murphy, FHAM, CHAM, VP Sales Consulting, Experian Health
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